
Purchase Now Women And Men Kaftan With Moroccan Clothing Design 

Maghrebi, by Sheenaz Fazreen, is an online collection of men and women clothing and 

home decors. You can Shop for Women and Men kaftan in trending Moroccan clothing 

designs among others, without emptying your bank account. It is an extremely cheap 

store; just stalk at their classy collections which are available in all sizes and that too at 

attractive prices. 

 

 

It is made of fabrics like wool, cashmere, silk, or cotton. In West Africa, the female robe 

is called a kaftan, and the male robe is called the Senegalese kaftan. 

The Kingdom Morocco is a country which is popular with its history, traditions, culture, 

religion, and geography. The dress code is one of the main factors that have influenced its 

diverse cultural heritage. 

 

Upcoming designers usually have one 

thing in common, they tend to focus on 

combining tradition, embroidery works, 

various styles, or even on textiles that can 

stand up with modern looks. 

A caftan or generally known as Kaftan is 

a loose fitting outer garment or a simple 

garment reaching from shoulders to 

somewhere between hips or ankles, which 

have been worn across the globe for many 

years. The kaftan is often worn as an over 

coat with long sleeves.  



Traditional clothing for women and men in Morocco consists of long flowing robes with 

headscarves and customary slippers. They are available in pleasant colors and comfortable 

fabrics, these magnificent costumes have been worn since the ancient times, and still are a 

part of the dressing style of the country. 

The materials of the Djellaba are modified according to the weather. During the summers, 

light cotton made Djellaba and during the winters woolen Djellaba is worn. These are 

worn by Moroccan women in particular occasions such as weddings or engagement 

parties. 

The kaftan has also been loved by other cultures and all of them have their own version 

and views about the garment. The Russians consider kaftan as a completely different type 

of clothing which was worn by men with the shape of lengthy suits with stiff but 

comfortable sleeves. It is noticed that kaftan was worn commonly by peasants and 

merchants. 

Today’s fashion world makes the kaftan suitable for Western fashion and the designers are 

very much impressed by the Moroccan Design Clothing, and these current versions are 

mostly made from cotton or silk. Evidently, modern day women and men kaftan designs 

are flexible and can be worn for a number of different occasions by different age groups. 

For more about our products:  

Click here for visit our website: https://www.maghrebi-sf.com/  

https://www.maghrebi-sf.com/

